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Williams Field: the history of an
icy aerodrome

	Williams Field with its nucleus of ski-	structed each austral summer. The skiway

	

ways is the huh of U. S. air operations in	on the Ross Ice Shelf provides a landing

	

Antarctica. It is located on the permanent	area for ski-equipped airplanes. From Wil-

	

ice of the Ross Ice Shelf about 4 miles	hams Field and the sea ice runways, air-

	

from McMurdo Station, the U. S. station	planes support field research and trans-

	

on Ross Island. Nearby on the annual sea	port supplies and personnel to remote areas

	

ice, runways for wheeled airplanes are con-	and the inland U.S. stations. Often the

An aerial photograph of. McMurdo Station and Williams Field (right) taken in October 1961
from 2,500 feet up. The first site of Williams Field was near Hut Point (lower right) and was
completed in late 1955 to support research during the International Geophysical Year. By late
1961 the facility had been moved to the Ross Ice Shelf (upper left).

U. S. Navy photo by L. V. 000dson.
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activity at the airfield is in cooperation
with other nations undertaking research
in this unique laboratory.

The present Williams Field is one of
several airfields to have been built near
McMurdo Station. Its original site was
selected during the 1954-1955 austral
summer, when the icebreaker USS Atka
sailed to the continent to locate sites for
U. S. participation in the International Geo-
physical Year (IGY). Using the Atka's sur-
vey and reports from earlier expeditions,
Navy planners decided to base air opera-
tions in the McMurdo Sound area to sup-
port inland camps and stations, including
one at the South Pole. A site (77°50'S
166 0 36'E) at Hut Point, Ross Island, was
selected because Frank Debenham, a vet-
eran of the second Scott Expedition, assured
planners that the bay ice would support
heavy cargo aircraft.

U. S. Navy photo (XAM-0802-1 2-61) by Jay A. Berryman

This 5,000-pound roller, pulled by a tractor, was used to compact the top 4 inches of snow t
prepare a solid surface for the runways during the 1960s.

Because the IGY was scheduled to end
on the last day of 1958, the McMurdo
area was expected to be abandoned some-
time in early 1959. The success of the IGY
prompted a continuation of the research
program, which later became the broad-
based U.S. Antarctic Research Program
(USARP). The McMurdo air facility thus
changed from a temporary station to a
permanent one, and planning began for
long-term development of routine air op-
erations.

Early construction

In the austral summer of 1955-1956
Admiral George Dufek led the first Deep
Freeze expedition to the McMurdo Sound
region to prepare for the ICY. U.S. Naval
Construction Battalion personnel (Seabees),
100 strong, began construction of the first
airfield, which came to be known as Wil-
liams Field I, in late 1955. It was located
about 2.5 miles south of McMurdo Sta-
tion on 30-foot-thick sea ice. The airfield's
original designation was U.S. Air Operat-
ing Facility (AIROPFAC).

Four multi-engine airplanes, two R5D
Skymasters and two P2V Neptunes'were
operating as of 20 December 1955. Lim-
ited flights were conducted through 18
January 1956. The new runways were con-
structed by bulldozing the snow to the
runway edges. Although the sea ice did
not break up annually in this area, the
snow berms pushed up by the bulldozers
trapped drifting snow. This combination
of snow berms and drifting snow would
eventually cause problems.

During the 1956-1957 and 1957-1958
austral summers, McMurdo Sound con-
struction took on a more concerted push,
and the air operating facility was upgraded
to a Naval Air Facility (NAF). Working
60-hour work-weeks construction person-
nel produced a b,000-foot skiway. With
this additional skiway and the 4,000-fool
ice runways, flight operations became morc
versatile.

Operations began at the Naval Air Facil-
ity on 11 October 1957. Four days latei
the first commercial aircraft landed on th€
ice runway. A Pan American AirwayE
stratocruiser, under a military contract,
brought to McMurdo 40 program partici-
pants, along with two Pan American flighi
hostesses who made the round-trip frorr
Christchurch, New Zealand. Ground facili-
ties at the runway now included a contro.
tower, Ground Controlled Approach
(GCA), radio navigational aids, and threE
rubber bladders that each held 10,00C
gallons of fuel. By this time the NAF hac
been renamed Williams Field in memor
of Richard T. Williams. A naval construc-
tion driver, Williams lost his life on 6 Jan-
uary 195b, when his heavy bulldozer fel
through the ice during cargo ship offload-
ing.

Williams Field I operated through th
austral summer of 1961-1962. By then
the SflOW berms along the sea-ice runwa
edges were over 20 feet high and tapere
out 150-200 feet on each side of the tw
runways. The weight of this burden de-
pressed the surrounding ice and producec
visible and unseen hazardous cracking ol
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U. S. Navy photo (XAM-827556) by Bruce F. Moore.

In April 1966, the first major winter storm almost buried these buildings and Jamesway huts at
Williams Field. Although the effects of drifting snow continue to be a problem, the buildings
used at Williams Field today can be moved more easily, and damage caused by snow buildup
is lessened.

the sea ice. At the beginning of February
1962 Navy personnel, fearing that the ice
would hrek and carry the runways and
camp out to sea, moved the entire opera-
tion to the skiway on the Ross Ice Shelf, 5
miles from the edge of the barrier. Shortly
after this the ice on which the runways
were constructed did break up and drift
out to sea.

In October 1962 Williams Field Ii was
constructed on the sea ice directly south
of Ross Island. This area was buckled by
ice pressure ridges up to 2 feet high and
was covered with snow 4 to 5 feet deep.
To prepare the two runways, snow was
again bulldozed to the runway edges.
Undulations were chipped down with spe-
cial machinery, and the runways were
flooded with seawater, which froze and
produced a smooth surface.

Changing operations

During the final years of Williams Field
I and throughout the operation of Wil-
liams Field 11(1959-1965), major changes
took place in antarctic aviation and altered
the use and construction of the airfield.
The early R5D and P2V wheeled airplanes
were converted to ski/wheel combination
undercarriages. This change was made so
that the airplanes could operate from
Christchurch, New Zealand, and still land
on the McMurdo skiways, despite melt-
ing during the summer.

December 1960 the advantages of using
LC-130s to support remote scientific opera-
tions were demonstrated when two air-
planes transported University of Minne-
sota geologists with all of their equipment
and supplies from McMurdo Station to
distant Eights Coast (a 2,800-mile round
trip). An April 1961 medical evacuation
from Byrd Station gave the pilots and crew
additional LC-130 experience with open
field landings and late season flights,
including a night takeoff.

Primary operations continued from the
sea ice with a skiway parallel to the runway.
At the height of the 1960-1961 austral
summer over 200 people were working at
Williams Field. To avoid complicated travel
to and from McMurdo Station and improve
aircraft operations, a temporary tent camp,
made up of Jamesway huts, was set up on
the sea ice. The airplanes also were kept
at this camp. Later in the season, after the
sea ice runways deteriorated, the entire
complex was moved to the Ross Ice Shelf
to support skiway operations. The Naval
Civil Engineering Laboratory began a
continuing support effort to improve the
Ross ice Shelf camp and its snow roads
and operate skiway maintenance equip-
ment.

By 1962-1963 the ice shelf facility had
become a mainstay of the U. S. antarctic
program. Just before summer operations
began in 1962, the Marines developed for
the Hercules an internal, removable 3,000-
gallon fuel tank to refuel fighter aircraft
in flight. This tank system was adapted to
the Antarctic for bulk fuel delivery to inland
stations, and more fuel bladders were added
to the Williams Field fuel depot. Pallet-
ized cargo also improved the efficiency of
cargo delivery.

The evolution of a new concept

The snow berms, created as the run-
ways were constructed each season, con-
tinued to build up, and by the 1964-1965
austral summer they were 30 feet high.
The runways essentially were now in broad
trenches. Severe longitudinal cracks, proba-
bly caused by the weight of the berms,
developed in the sea ice runways. On two
occasions that summer the runways had
to he closed briefly for repairs.

As at any airport the main runway was
built to aline with the direction of the pre-
vailing wind. Because storm winds usu-
ally come from a different direction than
the prevailing winds, a second runway (a
crosswind runway) was constructed in line
with the direction of these winds. By Feb-
ruary 1965, ice breakup encroached onto
the crosswind runway and threatened the
entire facility. In a rush to safety, the build-
ings were disassembled and moved onto
the ice shelf in three busy days.

The most significant change came in
January 1960, when the U. S. Air Force
brought seven new ski/wheeled, turbo-
prop heavy cargo airplanes to Antarctica
for testing. This airplane, a modified C-130
Lockheed Hercules, had been developed
to resupply the arctic ballistic missile early
warning sites in northern Canada and
Greenland. The Air Force four-engine air-
planes were the early 'A" model C-130
and proved to be as successful in the south
as they had been in the north. To test the
new airplanes late-season supply flights
were made to South Pole and Byrd Stations.
In over 1,100 hours of flight the airplanes
transported an average of 41.3 tons of cargo
per day with 128 landings.

Operations at Williams Field continued
to expand during the 1960-1961 season.
To augment the existing fleet of airplanes,
the U.S. Navy permanently provided four
new improved "F" Model Hercules for
antarctic operations. Navy pilots flew three
of these Hercules LC-13013s to transport
approximately 1,860 tons of cargo to inland
stations during the 4-month operating
season, while an Air Force-Lockheed-Navy
group completed tests of the fourth air-
plane. The effectiveness of the LC-130 fleet
greatly exceeded expectations. In deliver-
ing supplies to Byrd and South Pole Sta-
tions, each of the Navy planes averaged
11 tons per flight, an amount which was
above the airplane's predicted capacity. In
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U S. Navy photo (XAM-80148-1 0-67) by Jackie W Richards

During the 1966-1967 austral summer Outer Williams Field was constructed 7 miles southeast
of McMurdo Station to extend wheeled aircraft operations until the end of the summer. The
field was built on snow-free, thick shelf ice. The sun melted pools below the surface of the ice
and created a hazard for air operations. To prevent melting the field had to be covered with
snow. The extent of this maintenance, the distance from McMurdo Station, and heavy snow on
the approach roads plagued this site; it was closed during the 1970-1971 austral summer. This
photograph taken in 1967 shows the field's main runway and the crosswind runway. The main
runway is constructed in line with the prevailing wind; the crosswind runway is alined with
typical storm winds, which come from a different direction.

Although the camp was saved, this sud-
den breakout of the sea ice brought about
the loss of Williams Field II runways at
the end of the 1964-1965 austral summer,
and it further changed the concept of ant-
arctic air operations. During the 1965-1966
season Williams Field III was constructed.
The main complex now focused on skiways
on the Ross Ice Shelf about 3 miles south-
east of Pram Point. The annual ice run-
way was laid out and alined with the shelf
skiway to simplify landing and naviga-
tional aid installations. A hose pipeline to
the site simplified the delivery of petro-
leum products from McMurdo tanks to
storage bladders for refueling the airplanes.

To extend wheeled landings and take-
offs to the end of the season, another run-
way was constructed on permanent shelf
ice about 7 miles southeast of McMurdo
Station, although the actual distance by
surface vehicle was more than 14 miles.
The movement of 80-90 passengers per
flight to the new site called "Outer Wil-
liams Field" was a significant logistics effort

in itself. The distance to the field com-
bined with poor weather and heavy snow
on the approach roads plagued this site
throughout its use.

During the 1966-1967 austral summer
the Air Force Military Airlift Command
(MAC) began to fly jet engine C-141
"Starlifter" airplanes to Williams Field.
This airplane was designed for high-speed
cargo handling and transport. Although
the C-141 cut the one-way travel time to
New Zealand from 8 hours to 5, it required
a longer runway and an enlarged taxi/
parking area.

The size of the Williams Field facility
was staggering. The landing surfaces ex-
ceeded the combined size of Washington's
Dulles and Baltimore's Friendship airports.
The manpower to construct the annual
ice runways and to keep up the two per-
manent skiways was considerable. Frequent
early season storms imposed a severe extra
workload and required a large inventory
of plows, snowblowers, and tracked ve-
hicles, increasing the number of person-

nel to maintain this heavy equipment. Air-
craft operations costs now consumed about
half of the overall program budget.

The Ross Ice Shelf camp

Williams Field comprised a complex of
modified Jamesway huts, wanigans, and
locally built structures. Because of heavy
snowfall and drifting these structures suf-
fered heavily each year during snow re-
moval. By 1964, engineering design for
the complex centered on modular build-
ings specifically designed for use as an
aircraft service facility for about 250 per-
sonnel. These buildings were made of small
units (10 feet by 30 feet) of lightweight
materials and mounted on skis. Several of
these would be joined to construct a single
building.

The first of these new buildings was
erected in 1967, and others were to be
added in subsequent seasons. The camp's
redevelopment was delayed by a Septem-
ber 1967 fire that destroyed the first build-
ing. Replacement modules arrived in Janu-
ary 1968 and were erected by the end of
the month. However, budget reductions,
slow delivery of materials, and other prob-
lems plagued redevelopment over the next
several years. Ultimately living quarters,
a galley, aircraft service shops, electronic
maintenance vans, and air control towers
were part of the modular system used at
Williams Field.

Summer operations expand

By the 1968-1969 austral summer Wil-
liams Field was the center for support of
U. S. continental operations. The Navy's
Air Development Squadron Six (VX-6) was
renamed Antarctic Development Squad-
ron Six (VXE-6), the name used today.
VXE-6 flew five LC-130s and two C-121J
Constellations, based at the airfield. The
LC-130s supported the inland stations, sci-
entific field parties, ice reconnaissance over
the Ross Sea, and topographic mapping.
They also transported cargo between New
Zealand and McMurdo, while the Con-
stellations transported small cargo loads
and personnel from the United States to
McMurdo Station via Christchurch, pro-
vided search and rescue capabilities, and
supported science projects and photo-
graphic missions.

For the fourth consecutive season, the
Royal New Zealand Air Force "40 Squad-
ron" flew wheeled C-130 airplanes in sup-
port of antarctic operations. Ultimately,
Williams Field would see Australian and
Argentine C-130 airplanes on the runways
as well as smaller airplanes from several
other nations. Operations continued over
the next few years and into the 1970s in
much the same mode. Ski-equipped air-
planes operated at the main complex on
the Ross Ice Shelf, and wheeled airplanes
on the sea ice during the early season.

Antarctic Journal
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U. S. Navy photo )XAM-070578-1 1-66) by John D. Reimer.

In November 1966 U. S. Air Force pilots landed the first C-141 Starlifter airplane on the sea ice
runway in McMurdo Sound. This photograph shows that airplane, which was manned by a
crew from the 60th Military Airlift Wing from Travis Air Force Base, California. C-141s are used
today to transport personnel and supplies from Christchurch, New Zealand, to McMurdo
Station between October and December each year.

• __

Limited wheeled operations then moved
to Outer Williams Field at midseason.

Although Outer Williams Field was
located on thick shelf ice, it was snow
free, and the sun melted small pools below
the clear ice surface. These melt pools were
a hazard, and the surface had to be cov-
ered with snow to prevent melting. Because
maintenance took such an effort, at the end
of the 1970-1971 season Outer Williams
Field was closed. The Squadron gave up
the wheeled C-121J airplanes at the same
time. By the next austral summer, the
Squadron's LH-34D helicopters were re-
placed with a new UH-1N turbine-powered
type (1971-1972); the era of aviation gaso-
line use at McMurdo came to an end. JP-4
(jet fuel) became the only flight fuel avail-
able.

Williams IV

By the mid 1970s Navy engineers de-
cided Williams Field should be moved east
to avoid the consequences of a large crack
that had developed. Summer calving of
the shelf edge had progressed toward the
skiway and shortened its length. By the
close of the 1974-1975 season only 50 yards
remained at the approach end of the pri -
mary skiway. It was decided to move the
runways during one season and the camp
complex to the new location a year later.
During the latter half of the 1975-1976
season the skiways were moved 1,000 feet
from the ice shelf edge, and planning was
completed to move the skiways another
5,000 feet away the next season. A new
head/galley complex was 85 percent com-
pleted.

During 1976-1977 the camp began to
operate at the new site. The main skiway,
the tower complex, and taxi and parking
areas were moved, and a new crosswind
skiway was completed. A Navy construc-
tion crew also relocated and repaired the
modules used for housing and the former
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory facili-
ties. Employees of Holmes and Narver,
Inc., a support contractor employed by
the National Science Foundation since 1968,
completed the head/galley building and
salvaged several smaller berthing units.
Experience had brought more successful
vehicles into the shuttle bus service and
new buildings into the maintenance com-
plex. The ground transportation had im-
proved to a dependable hourly shuttle ser-
vice over the 4.5 miles to and from Mc-
Murdo.

Over the last 5 years efforts have con-
tinued to improve the main camp on the
Ross Ice Shelf. Long-range plans focus
on constructing buildings that can be reused
rather than sacrificed to drifting snow and
accumulating ice.

maim	 loll""

Alternatives and future options

Although since 1955 Williams Field op-
erations have become relatively routine,
alternatives to the difficult snow removal
and maintenance on the ice shelf have
always been discussed and studied. The
possiblities are few because of the harsh
environment, required ship delivery of fuel
and supplies to the site, and avoidance of
terrain hazards to airplane landings and
operations. The most inviting option is a
land-based runway located at Marble Point,
on the antarctic mainland about 40 miles
northwest of Ross Island. Marble Point is
a fairly large, snowfree area; small air-
planes have landed there in the past, and
helicopters refuel there regularly in summer.

Substantial study went into the use of
this location in the late 1950s and again in
the early 1970s. Qualified engineering firms
have concluded that a modular station
complex, with an adequate runway, could
replace McMurdo Station and increase
efficiency. However, the capital cost would
be large—about $200 million in 1972 dollars.

Virtually the only other option one could
consider is the way the present Williams
Field camp is operated. Most of the air-
craft service personnel now are berthed at
the camp. With a dependable shuttle bus
system, they could live in McMurdo and

commute to their jobs. After all, airport
service personnel working in the north-
ern hemisphere during the winter do not
live at their work site. This change would
allow a sizable reduction in the camp facili-
ties at Willaims Field; however, it would
not necessarily reduce costs. Additional
living facilities would be required at Mc-
Murdo Station to house these personnel.

Williams Field, although not the per-
fect setting for an efficient aircraft sup-
port mission, has held up remarkably well
under hardship conditions in the Antarctic.
It is reasonable to assume it will continue
as the busiest airfield on the continent for
the years to come.

—Jerry W. Huffman. Mr. Huffman, an
engineer, has had extensive experience in
antarctic operations, beginning in 1963
when he was science leader at Eights
Station. From 1965 to 1980 he was em-
ployed by the National Science Founda-
tion in the Divison of Polar Programs and
its predecessor the Office of Antarctic Pro-
grams as logistics coordinating officer, spe-
cial projects officer, polar engineering
officer, and station projects manager. His
responsiblities focused on the design and
construction of facilities to assure maxi-
mum scientific and practical utility in
Antarctica.

June 1983
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At the end of operations on the sea ice runway, buildings needed to support air operations are
towed by tractor to Williams Field for use there.

U. S. Navy photo (90336-12-78) by Nigel K. Paslow.
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NSF photo by Russ Kinne.

Williams Field is built on the Ross Ice Shelf and is used by ski-equipped Hercules airplanes (LC-130s), which transport supplies and
personnel from New Zealand to McMurdo Station and onward to inland stations and field camps. In the foreground are storage
bladders, which contain airplane fuel and fuel used to power utilities at the airfield. Four LC-130s are parked on the right. In the
background the sea ice of McMurdo Sound is visible just beyond the edge of the ice shelf.

Williams Field today
Activity at Williams Field most years

begins in early August, as contractor and
Navy winter crews prepare the skiway for
winter-fly-in flights and open a few build-
ings that are essential for air operations.
The buildings serve as an operations base
until maintenance and construction crews
of the civilian contractor (currently Ant-
arctic Services, Inc.) arrive on the early
season ski-equipped C-130 (LC-130) flights.

During September the civilian construc-
tion crews move the aircraft support build-
ings from the storage berm on the Ross
Ice Shelf to the ice runway, while Navy
crews from McMurdo Station prepare the
runway for the first wheeled airplanes that
arrive in October. Snow, cleared from the
ice runway, now is blown away rather than
pushed to the sides of the runway to form
berms, which caused the runway to crack
earlier. At the main Williams Field complex,
contract employees prepare the skiway,
crosswind skiway, and the buildings that
house and support the air operations and
maintenance crews. Airplane fuel arrives
at the Williams Field storage tanks via a
4-inch-diameter, flexible hose that con-
nects into the McMurdo fuel system at
Pram Point near Scott Base.

Between early October and mid-Decem-
ber air operations concentrate on the sea

ice runway. Wheeled C-141 and C-130
airplanes move back and forth between
Antarctica and New Zealand transporting
personnel, mail, and fresh food; the ski-
equipped LC-130s travel inland with sup-
plies and personnel to stations and remote
camps. Shuttle buses carry many of the
personnel that support and maintain the
airplanes from their living quarters at Wil-
liams Field to work at the ice runway;

other shuttles convey personnel to and from
McMurdo Station. By late December the
sea ice deteriorates, and air operations shift
to the skiway on the Ross Ice Shelf.

At the height of the austral summer 140
to 150 people live and work at Williams
Field. The camp is made up of buildings
constructed from smaller modular units.
Completed in 1979, these buildings were

6	 Antarctic Journal
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U. S. Navy photo )XAM-0087-1 1-79) by Jeff Hilton.

The sea ice runway is used for wheeled landings between October and mid-December. After
this operations switch to ski-equipped airplanes that use Williams Field, the ice shelf skiway.

designed for easy relocation because of
the calving Ross .Ice Shelf edge and the
heavy annual snow drifting that can bury
the buildings.

Since 1980 the maintenance of Williams
Field has been the responsibilty of Antarctic
Services, Inc., a contractor employed by
the National Science Foundation. Employees
operate and maintain diesel-electric gen-
erators and the tractors and snowmelters
that provide water for the complex; they
also provide other utility services such as
heat for the complex. With heavy equip-
ment (tractors, bulldozers, snow-grading
planes, etc.) contract maintenance crews
prepare the skiway, the crosswind skiway,
and the road that crosses the ice shelf to
Scott Base and links Williams Field to Ross
Island.

Navy crews prepare not only the ice
runways but also the sea ice road between
the runway and McMurdo Station. Navy
personnel are air traffic controllers and
are responsible for air safety. They oper-
ate radar, ground approach systems, and
crash and fire fighting equipment.

The Ross Ice Shelf, the site of Williams
Field, inches along toward the ocean at a
rate of about two meters per week, and
gradually the field complex has been carried
closer to the edge of the shelf. The rate of
calving is irregular at best, and to prevent

the loss of the camp and skiways, Wil-
liams Field is being moved. This move dif-
fers from earlier ones. Over 2 years the
entire facility will be moved 3 miles from
its present location; most of the buildings
will be disassembled and then reconstructed
at the new site.

The layout of the new Williams Field
complex will be more consolidated than
the layout of previous ones. Presently,
Navy personnel that provide air traffic
control and crash/fire services live near
the control tower where they work. At
the new facility all personnel will live at a
central camp, and air operations person-
nel will commute a short distance to their
jobs. This change will reduce the cost of
operating Williams Field, because the gener-
ators for heat and electricity as well as the
galley at the tower complex will no longer
he necessary.

During the 1982-1983 austral summer
Antarctic Services, Inc. employees com-
pleted the station berm and road to the
new site. For the next stage during 1983-
1984 construction crews will move the
power plant, galley, maintenance shops,
and some housing units; they also will
construct a new skiway.

By the 1984-1985 austral summer the
new Williams Field will be ready to begin
partial operations. The final sections of
the facility, the air control tower and those
buildings associated with air operations,
will be moved before the end of the 1984-
1985 season so that the facility will be
completely operational.

A 1980 aerial view of Williams Field. The rectangular buildings are made of smaller modular
units and are designed for easy relocation. By the 1984-1985 austral summer ITT Antarctic
Services Inc., the U. S. antarctic program support contractor, will have moved these buildings,
along with the air control tower and buildings associated with air operations, to a new site 3
miles away. The complex is moved periodically so that the buildings are not buried by drifting
snow or lost when the Ross Ice Shelf calves.

U. S. Navy photo )XAM-31 2-E-1 1-80) by Dennis Kyne.
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NSF photo by Russ Kinne.
A ski-equipped Hercules airplane (LC-130) lands on the Ross Ice Shelf skiway, Williams Field,
near McMurdo Station.

Ice and snow airfield
bibliography

In 1977 Holmes and Narver, Inc., the
contractor employed by the National Sci-
ence Foundation for antarctic support from
1968 to 1980, prepared an annotated bib-
liography Construction and Maintenance
of airfields on ice and snow. This bibliog-
raphy includes 79 references to publica-
tions on construction and maintenance of
airfields on ice and snow with some refer-
ences to permafrost. It was compiled from
literature listed in the Antarctic Bibliogra-
phy of the Library of Congress and vari-
ous publications of the U. S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Labo-
ratory in Hanover, New Hampshire, and
of the U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Lab-
oratory in Port Hueneme, California.

Holmes and Narver, Inc., compiled the
book with support from the National Sci-
ence Foundation as the U. S. contribution
to the Cooperative Air Transport System
for Antarctica Subcommittee of the Scien-
tific Committee on Antarctic Research
Working Group on Logistics. It is listed
in the Antarctic Bibliography, Volume 9
(1977). Photocopies of the report may be
requested from the Library of Congress,

Photoduplication Service, Dept. C-177, 10
First Street SE, Washington, D. C. 20540.
Copies also may be obtained from the

National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22151; please
cite NTIS number PB 297833/AS.

NSF issues a directive on pollution control
provisions of the Antarctic Conservation Act

On 28 October 1978, the President of
the United States signed into law the Ant-
arctic Conservation Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-
541). The Act, which provides for con-
servation and protection of antarctic flora,
fauna, and ecosystems, implements for U.S.
citizens the Agreed Measures for the Con-
servation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora
(Antarctic Treaty recommendation Ill-VIII).
The National Science Foundation (NSF)
developed and issued regulations to imple-
ment the Agreed Measures during 1978
and 1979 (Antarctic Journal of the U.S.,
June 1979), and these regulations have been
in effect in Antarctica since 1979. The effec-
tiveness of this system is demonstrated
by the compliance of the majority of U.S.
Antarctic Program participants with the
regulations.

Pollution control

The Antarctic Conservation Act gave
NSF a broad mandate to control essen-
tially all forms of pollution. When the Ant-
arctic Conservation Act was passed, NSF
implemented the regulations for conserva-
tion of fauna and flora, but a decision was
made to defer development of pollution
control regulations. In 1981 NSF and its
cooperating agencies (the Departments of
Defense and State) reexamined this deci-
sion in the context of current U.S. antarc-
tic programs and policies and Federal poli-
cies on regulatory development.'

There is no industrial activity in Ant-
arctica; major activities in Antarctica other
than scientific research are unlikely for
the next several years. Essentially all U.S.

citizens who would be subject to pollu-
tion control regulations are within the U.S.
Antarctic Research Program.

NSF determined that the U.S. Antarctic
Program should comply with the appro-
priate Antarctic Treaty standards for pol-
lution control—Antarctic Treaty Recom-
mendation VIII-ii and the Code of Con-
duct for Antarctic Expeditions and Sta-
tion Activities—but that formal regulations
are neither necessary nor appropriate at
this time. In place of formal regulations,
NSF has issued an internal directive on
pollution control. The full text of the direc-
tive follows. It will become effective on
October 1, 1983.

Executive Order 12291 of 17 February 1981
directed agencies to reduce the burden of exist-
ing and future regulations and to avoid regula-
tory action unless the potential benefits to soci-
ety outweigh the potential costs.

Antarctic Journal



Waste disposal
The following are recommended pro-

cedures:

(a) Solid waste

(i) Non-combustible, including
chemicals (except batteries)

These materials may be disposed of
at sea either in deep water or, if this is not
possible, at specified sites in shallow water.

(ii) Batteries should be removed from
the Antarctic Treaty area.

(iii) Combustibles

Wood, wood products and paper
should be incinerated, the ash being dis-
posed of at sea.

Lubricating oils may be burnt ex-
cept those containing harmful additives
which should be removed from the Ant-
arctic Treaty area.

Carcasses and materials associated
with imported experimental animals should
be incinerated.

Plastics and rubber products should
be removed from the Antarctic Treaty area,
where feasible.

(iv) The disposal of solid waste in-
cluding ash shall be permitted in a landfill.
Plastics and rubber products may be dis-
posed of in a landfill.

(b) Liquid Waste

(i) Human waste, garbage, and laun-
dry effluents should, where possible, be
macerated and be flushed into the sea.

(ii) Large quantities of photographic
liquids should be treated for the recovery
of silver and the residue should be flushed
into the sea.

(c) The above procedures are recom-
mended for coastal stations. Field sites
supported from coastal stations should,
where feasible, use the facilities of their
supporting station. Inland stations should
concentrate all waste in deep pits. Disposal
in a landfill is permitted.

d) Waste containing radio-isotopes
should be removed from the Antarctic
Treaty Area.

(e) Every effort should be made to re-
duce the plastic packaging of products
imported into the Antarctic Treaty Area,
except where there is no feasible alternative.

(f) If possible the use of leaded fuels or
fuels containing ethylene bromide and
ethylene chloride should be avoided.

(g) When incinerators are used it is de-
sirable to monitor the effluents.

Edward P. Todd
Director
Division of Polar Programs

SCOR forms new
southern ocean working
group

During the August 1932 meeting of the
Joint Oceanographic Assembly in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, the Scientific Committee on
Oceanic Research (SCOR) of the Interna-
tional Council of Scientif:c Unions (ICSU)
disbanded its Antarctic Review Group and
established Working Group 74, "General
Circulation of the Southern Ocean."

The group's objectives are

• to identify major gaps in the know!-
edge of the general circulation of the south-
ern ocean while keeping in mind its rele-
vance to biology and climate;

• to specify physical and chemical ocean-
ographic projects to investigate these prob-
lems.

SCOR's approval of Working Group
74 with these goals followed a proposal
by the Scientific Committee on Antarctic
Research (SCAR). In this proposal SCAR
suggested that SCOR provide the focus
within ICSU for physical and chemical
oceanography of the southern ocean. Both
international research committees recog-
nized that the Intergovernmental Oceano-
graphic Commission (IOC) should have
an important role in promoting interna-
tional collaboration in physics and chemis-
try in the southern ocean but were aware
also that a SCOR Working Group within
ICSU could best provide the needed scien-
tific focus.

Working Group 74 met for the first time
on 17 and 18 February 1983 at Lamont-
Doherty Geological Observatory in Pali-
sades, New York. The group membership
and meeting attendees are listed in table 1.

At that meeting preliminary considera-
tions were developed for presentation at
the fourth session of the IOC Program
Group for the Southern Oceans (SOC),
scheduled for 7-12 March 1983 in Paris.
During their February meeting, the Work-
ing Group members discussed operating
procedures, objectives, and membership
requirements. The members reviewed back-
ground documents, summarized the prin-
cipal recommendations on understanding
southern ocean circulation, and made gen-
eral recommendations for future research.

Working Group 74 has begun a review
of the present understanding of southern
ocean circulation patterns. The members
are considering pertinent recommendations
from other groups that have studied south-
ern ocean circulation during the last decade.
They also are considering the needs of
marine biologists and climatologists for
physical and chemical information on the

United States Antarctic Program directive no. 84-1

Subject: Antarctic Conservation Act, Pollution Control

1. Purpose: The purpose of this directive is to implement sections 6(b) (6) and 6(b) (7)
of the Antarctic Conservation Act.

2. Background: The Director of the National Science Foundation has determined that
those provisions of the Antarctic Conservation Act (Sections 6(b)(6) and 6(b) (7)) concerned
with pollution control shall be implemented by an administrative directive in lieu of formal
regulations.

Antarctic Treaty Recommendation Vill-il, "Man's Impact on the Antarctic Environ-
ment," recommends that governments comply to the greatest extent feasible with a Code of
Conduct for Antarctic Expeditions and Station Activities. The Director, Division of Polar
Programs, has determined that U.S. Antarctic Program participants will comply with an
amended version of the Code of Conduct.

3. Policy: The Director, Division of Polar Programs, hereby directs all participants in
the U.S. Antarctic Research Program to comply to the greatest extent feasible, with the
attached Code of Conduct.

4. Cancellation: This Directive is effective until cancelled.

Code of conduct for antarctic expeditions and station
activities

June 1983



southern ocean. During their meeting at
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory,
the Working Group members identified
scientific questions and areas that deserve
study. By mid-1984 the group expects to
have drafted a document that delineates
ma j or gaps in the knowledge of the gen-
eral circulation of the southern ocean. Then
they will specify what chemical and physi-
cal research is needed.

During the initial meeting, scientific dis-
cussions focused on fluxes within and from
the southern ocean and on the heat bud-
get of the southern ocean. The Working
Group discussed air-ice-sea interactions,
interactions between southern ocean and
subtropical gyres, the Antarctic Circum-
polar Current, subpolar gyres, shelf-slope
processes, and sea level observations. Also
considered were the needs for satellite
observations of the southern ocean.

Though Working Group 74 considera-
tions were preliminary, the group identi-

fied certain scientific problems that need
prompt attention, can be studied with exist-
ing technology, and may he appropriate
for SOC support. A' Preliminary Report
from SCOR Working Group 74 on the
General Circulation of the Southern Ocean"
was drafted and presented to the IOC Pro-
gram Group for the Southern Oceans at
its meeting.

—. Worth D. Nowlin, Jr., Chairman,
Working Group 74; Texas A&M Univer-
sity, College Station, Texas 79843.

Newsletter 9
International Antarctic Glaciological Project
Activities, 1981-1982

Table 1.
SCOR Working Group 74

Membership

Dr. Roger Chesselet*
Center National de la Recherche

Scientifique
Paris, France

Dr. Arnold L. Gordon
Lamont-Doherty Geological

Observatory
Palisades, New York
United States

Dr. Ron Heath
New Zealand Oceanographic Institute
Wellington North, New Zealand

Dr. Peter Killworth
University of Cambridge
Cambridge, United Kingdom

Dr. Kou Kusunoki
National Institute of Polar Research
Tokyo, Japan

Dr. J. R. E. Lutjeharms
National Research Institute for

Oceanology
Stellenbosch, South Africa

Dr. Worth D. Nowlin, Jr., Chairman
of Working Group 74

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
United States

Mr. Alberto R. Piola
Servicio de Hidrografia Naval
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Dr. Walter Zenk
Institut für Meereskunde

an der Universitit Kiel
Kiel
Federal Republic of Germany

The SCOR Executive Committee Reporter
for WG 74 is:

Dr. Konstantin N. Fedorov
Academy of Sciences of USSR
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

* Unable to attend 17-18 February meeting

The International Antarctic Glaciologi-
cal Project (IAGP) is a study of a large
part of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet.'This
effort involves Australia, France, Japan,
the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. The coordinating
council of the IAGP met from 3 to 7 July
1982 during the 17th Scientific Commit-
tee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) meet-
ing in Leningrad, Soviet Union, and re-
viewed the activities and plans that are
summarized in this newsletter.

Australia. During the 1981-1982 field
season at Law Dome (e6 0 41'S 112050'E),
two holes 350 meters apart were cored
through the ice sheet almost to bedrock
(301 meters in 305-meter-thick ice, and
345 meters in 350-meter-thick ice). The
close resemblance of the oxygen-18/
oxygen-10 isotopic profiles obtained from
the two ice cores, together with strain mea-
surements near the holes, have made it
possible to determine the vertical strain
produced by ice flow over a bedrock
undulation. These results were compared
with theoretical estimates.

Other field measurements included a
velocity profile across the Totten Glacier
(e7°S 116°20'E) 190 kilometers from its
front and ice thickness profiles across and
along the Vanderford Glacier (66° 35'S 1100
2b'E) with a helicopter-borne radar system.
In the coming seasons the Law Dome bore-
holes will be remeasured, and a westward
traverse along the 2,000-meter contour from
south of Casey Station to the Scott (66°30'S
100°20'E) and Denman (66°45'5 99°30'E)
Glaciers is planned.

France. At Dome C (75°S 124'E) dur-
ing the 1981-1982 field season glaciolo-
gists tested thermal drilling in a kerosene-
filled hole and tested the ''Climatopic"
probe, which recovers meltwater for iso-
tope measurements from fluid-filled bore-
holes. The melted ice samples, which the
probe is designed to recover from depths
up to 3,000 meters, will enable glaciolo-
gists to acquire new data on climatic
changes over the last 125,000 years. Auto-
matic weather stations for the French-U.S.
katabatic wind project provided nearly com-
plete records of low-level conditions for
1981. The French data are stored on disk
in Grenoble.

Plans include extending measurements
of atmospheric changes recorded in ice
cores. With logistics support from the U.S.
Antarctic Research Program French glaci-
ologists will use the Climatopic probe at
the South Pole during the 1983-1984
austral summer.

Japan. Important new data were obtained
in 1981-1982 during three traverses from
Mizuho Station (70 0 42'S 44 0 20'E) and
from airplane surveys of ice sheet mor-
phology. Measurements of surface-layer
structure were taken with an impulse radar
system. In the future this system will be
used for ice-sheet work and in sea-ice stud-
ies at Syowa Station (b9°S39°35'E).

Intermediate-depth ice coring will be con-
ducted at Mizuho, and a glaciological-
geological traverse to the Sr Rondane
Mountains is planned as part of a 5-year
earth sciences research program.
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Soviet Union. During the 1981-1982 field
season ice coring at Vostok Station (780
28'S 106°48'E) reached a depth of 2,038
meters and at Komsomolskaya Station
(74 0 6'5 97°30'E) a depth of 800 meters.
Crystallographic and isotopic analyses now
have been done for the top 1,400 meters
of the Vostok core. An analysis of carto-
graphic data has revealed substantial re-
treats of the ice edge during the past 60-
70 years.

Measurements in the boreholes at Vostok
and other stations will be continued. At
Molodezhnaya Station (67 0 40'S 45 0 51 'E)
glacial engineering studies in support of
runway construction and continued core
drilling are planned. Measurements along
the routes from Mirnyy Station (66°33'S
93°1'E) to Domes C and B (75°S 97°E)
will be repeated in the future, but no dates
have been fixed for these traverses.

U. S. Navy photo (90297-12-78) by Thomas E. McCabe, Jr

United Kingdom. Substantial progress
has been made in preparing Antarctica:
Glaciological and geophysical folio and in
the analysis of radar altimetry data and
LANDSAT imagery of ice-sheet surface
morphology. The 13 map sheets should
be ready by the end of 1983.

Apart from completing the folio, plans
include contributions to the development
of an ice radar system for the first Euro-
pean Research Satellite (ERS1).

United States. At Dome C glaciological
studies and a geophysical survey were con-
tinued for a third season in 1981-1982.
Glaciologists remeasured a strain network
to record glacial movement since 1979, took
temperature profiles of the ice sheet, and
continued studies of firn stratigraphy to
determine how annual changes affect the
ice sheet's near-surface structure. Geophysi-

cists measured electromagnetic wave veloc-
ity in the firn, conducted sonic logging
and seismic shooting in a 900-meter bore-
hole, tested new radar recording equipment,
and searched for seismic reflectors within
the ice sheet. During sonic logging experi-
ments investigators discovered for the first
time in East Antarctica internal seismic
reflectors near the base of the ice sheet.

Near South Pole Station, a 202-meter
ice core was extracted. On-site tests of the
core, which had clearly discernable layers
along its entire length, revealed that the
core represented a record of approximately
2,000 years of snow accumulation. Glaci-
ologists at the drill site also found that the
firn-to-ice transition in this core occurs at
a depth of approximately 115 meters, the
deepest ever recorded in Antarctica.

Coring will continue at South Pole Sta-
tion, as will the French-U.S. katabatic wind
project between Dome C and Dumont
d'Urville Stations.

Cooperative projects

Although in some IAGP projects scien-
tists of a single country gather data which
are of interest to other participating coun-
tries, in other projects scientists of two or
more IAGP member nations work cooper-
atively. Ongoing cooperative projects in-
clude the study of katabatic winds with
automatic stations placed along a line from
Dome C to Dumont d'Urville Station
(France and the United States) and the
joint analysis of the Vostok ice core (France
and the Soviet Union). Australian glaciol-
ogists hope to take part in future Soviet
traverses from Mirnyy to Domes C and B
and suggested that Soviet scientists partici-
pate in their traverses along the 2,000-meter
contour and towards Vostok. Other possible
cooperative projects discussed included an
international station for coring in deep ice
on the Casey-Vostok route, where annual
layers are expected to be well separated at
considerable depths, and resuming the
translation into English of material printed
in the Information Bulletins of the Soviet
Antarctic Expedition.

Scientific session

Thirteen papers with new results were
presented. These included a 1,400-metet
isotope profile from Vostok, reported by
Gordienko, Kotlyakov, Barkov, and Korot-
kevich. The profile shows that an exten-
sive warm period, dated by modeling,
started around 100,000 years ago. This
could conceivable represent a Sangamon
(the third interglacial stage of the Pleisto-
cene epoch in North America) interglacial
signature, but with lower east antarctic
temperatures (or greater ice elevations) than
the present ones.

I

During the 1978-1979 austral summer, two Ohio State glaciologists record observations in a
snow pit at Dome C in East Antarctica. Julie Palais (left) studies graphs to determine the best
locations to take samples, while John Boizan (right) notes the temperature of the ice at
different depths. The data contribute to the International Antarctic Glaciological Project.
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U. S. Navy photo )XAM-780162-1 1-77) by Paul Dearing.

Sam Atwood dusts snow from ice cores taken
with a shallow-depth drill developed by the
U. S. Army's Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory. These cores were
drilled in 1977 at J-9, a site on the Ross Ice
Shelf. Ice cores provide information about
Antarctica's past climates and atmospheres.

Next meeting

The next Council meeting will be held
at Evanston, Illinois, on 24 and 25 June
1933, just before the Ice and Climate
Modeling Symposium of the International
Glaciological Society.

Previous IAGP newsletters appeared in
the following issues of the Antarctic Journal
of the United States: IX(2): 42-46, IX(4):
187-189, X(2): 51-55, X(4): 200, XI (1):
3b-37, XI(1&2): 1-4, XV(3): 19-20, and
XVII(1): 10-11.

-Uwe Radok, Cooperative Institute for
Research in Environmental Science, Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado
80309.
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Citation of research
literature

It is hard to measure the value of a com-
pleted research project. One way is to count
the number of times other scientists, in
papers of their own, refer to (or cite) papers
reporting the research results. The Insti-
tute for Scientific Information has made a
business of identifying who cites whom,
and in 1982 it finished a study of citation
patterns in antarctic research. The National
Science Foundation supported the project
through grant DPP 79-24011.

,\ prime goal was to compare citation
it	of dfltd	ti	nJ 11()l1afltd	ti

Journal

Antarctic Journal of the U.S.............
Journal of Geophysical Research ........
Nature
Science
Earth and Planetary Science Letters
Journal of Atmospheric and Terrestrial

Physics
New Zealand Journal of Geology and

Geophysics
Planetary and Space Science ...........
All 314 journals*..............

Journal of Geophysical Research .........
Nature
Science
Antarctic Journal of the United States
Earth and Planetary Science Letters
Planetary and Space Science

Journal

Physiological Review
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society of London	....................
Environmental Science and Technology
Astrophysical Journal	.....................
Americal Naturalist
Journal of Petrology
Canadian Journal of Microbiology .......
Reviews of Geophysics ..................

The main conclusion was that antarctic
research as a whole is cited less often than
other research in the same fields, but that
antarctic research supported by the Founda-
tion is cited more often than other research.
This journal reported the study (Cozzens,
1981), and the Institute issued a final report
(Cozzens and Small, 1982).

Some of the data prepared during the
project are as interesting as the main con-
clusion. We now know that just eight jour-
nals published more than half the 2,942
papers .that were listed in the Antarctic
Bibliography and cited at least once between
1961 and 1978 and also are in the Insti-

( tition Hli	ItH( I

No. papers	No. citations Av. citationsl
paper

	498 	1,233	2.47

	

357	7,450	20.86

	

234	2,498	10.67

	

123	1,980	16.09

	

88	1,041	11.82

	

85	 822	9.67

	

80	 353	4.41

	

78	1,020	13.07

	

2,942	28,974	9.85

357	7,450	20.86
234	2,498	10.67
123	1,980	16.09
498	1,233	2.47

88	1,041	11.82
78	1,020	13.07

No. papers	No. citations	Av. citationsl
paper

205	205.00

9	 606	67.33
1	 56	56.00
1	 55	55.00
2	 97	48.50
2	 72	36.00
1	 33	33.00

17	 515	30.29

Table 1.
Journals containing the highest number of antarctic papers published,

and cited at least once, between 1961 and 1978.

* The 2,942 papers forming the base for this study appeared in a total of 314 different jour-
nals.

Table 2.
Journals with the highest number of citations to their antarctic papers.
(Papers were published and cited at least once between 1961 and 1978.)

Journal
	 No. papers	No. citations Av. citations/

paper

Table 3.
Journals with the highest average number of citations per antarctic paper

between 1961 and 1978.
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journals earned more than half the 28,974
citations (table 2). The Antarctic Journal's
low citation rate is consistent with the
Foundation's policy to publish preliminary
antarctic reports rather than final scien-
tific papers. All the journals in table 1
appear also in table 2, which shows that a
scholar can read a great number of influ-
ential antarctic papers in just a few jour-

Table 4.
Fifty-two specialties in which citation
analysis demonstrates that antarctic

research had a significant role
between 1961 and 1978.

Atmospheric pollution
Magnetospheric physics
Aurora and electric-fields
Biological antifreeze mechanisms
Reproductive strategies in arctic and

antarctic birds
Thermospheric dynamics
Stable isotope geochemistry
Asymmetric sea-floor spreading
Geothermal dynamics of ocean ridges
Glaciation models: arctic data
Very low frequency (VLF) waves in the

magnetosphere
Trace-element and isotope geochemistry
Mid-ocean ridges
Stratigraphy of deep-sea carbonates
Models of climatic change
Genetic variation in marine invertebrates
Geomagnetic excursions and reversals
Carbon dioxide and climate
Radionuclides and suspended matter in

seawater
Life on Mars: Viking results
Biochemical adaptations to temperature
Paleoclimatology of the antarctic region
Magnetospheric wave phenomena
Hydromagnetic waves and geomagnetic

pulsations
Tectonics of the Scotia Sea
Stratospheric warmings
Stable isotope studies of foraminiferal

sediments
Trace metals in seawater
The Cenozoic in the antarctic region
Ocean tides and asthenosphere flow
Heavy metals in plankton
Radioactive isotopes
Investigations of Quaternary climate
Models of air and sea interaction
Oceanography of the antarctic area
Glycoprotein structure studies
Secular variation in geomagnetic fields
Reconstruction of the southern continents
Evolution of southern South America
Madagascar in Gondwanaland
West Antarctic ice sheet
Zooplankton fecal pellet transport
Internal oceanic waves
Distribution of rare earth elements
Fish myofibrils
Island arc basalts
Polychlorinated biphenyls
Miscellaneous problems of plate

tçctonics
Polar wandering and plate motion
North Atlantic glaciology
Weyl's theory of ice ages
Geophysics of continental margins

nals. If very highly cited papers are to his
taste, the scholar will use the entirely dif-
ferent list in table 3, which shows the eight
journals whose antarctic papers were cited
(on the average) more than 30 times each.

To take a close look at the areas of sci-
ence in which antarctic research has had
an impact, the Institute's researchers ex-
panded the initial database of 2,942 papers.
They identified all articles in the Institute's
overall file that cited antarctic literature
from 1975 to 1979. Using this expanded
base, they identified groups of highly cited
documents in 189 specialties that had been
linked in the literature to antarctic research.
Antarctic documents were cited in 52 of
the 189 specialties (table 4). The percent-
age of highly cited antarctic papers within
each specialty ranged from 4 to 100 per-
cent, with an average of 29 percent.

Eighty-four antarctic papers published
between 1961 and 1978 are citation class-
ics-defined as having been cited more than
50 times during that period. (Table 5 lists
the top dozen.) These papers are among
the core documents defining intellectual
change in several science disciplines, par-
ticularly plate tectonics and magnetospheric

processes. U.S. scientists wrote 59 of the
84 papers.

Does the number of citations to a paper
really determine its value? Controversy
abounds over this point. Even professional
citation analysts are prepared to defend
the insignificance of uncitedness, particu-
larly with regard to a single paper or an
individual scientist. But the masses of lit-
erature evaluated in this study point ines-
capably to the conclusion that antarctic
research has advanced understanding on
many of the world's frontiers of science.

-Guy G. Guthridge, Manager, Polar
Information Program Division of Polar
Programs, National Science Foundation.
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Meteorite update: Lunar-origin
confirmed; new sites discovered

Consensus reached on ALHA-81005

Meteoriticists have agreed that ALHA-
81005 , * a meteorite found during the
1981-1982 austral summer in the Allan
Hills of southern Victoria Land, is a moon
rock. This 31.4-gram rock received spe-
cial attention in late 1982 from scientists
and the public when investigators an-
nounced that it might be a fragment from
the Moon. (See Antarctic Journal, Decem-
ber 1982, pages 8-9.)

The announcement of the fragment's
origin was made during the the 14th Lunar
and Planetary Science Conference, held
in Houston, Texas, from 14 to 18 March
1983. In December 1982 the National Sci-
ence Foundation's Division of Polar Pro-
grams authorized the distribution of sam-
ples to over 20 groups of scientists in the
United States and four other countries to
study the fragment in detail. During the
5-day conference a special session focused
on the results of 21 investigations.

To support the theory that this fragment
came from the Moon, meteoriticists mea-
sured its mineral, chemical, and gas con-
tent, cosmic-ray exposure, petrology, and
other properties. The results were compared
with data analyses of lunar samples brought
back to Earth by U. S. Apollo and Soviet
Luna missions.

Characteristics of iron and magnesium
content in lunar samples and meteorites
have been well established by previous
analyses. In testing ALHA-81005 the sci-
entists found that the iron/magnesium ratio
in pyroxene (one of the minerals found in
the fragment) was distinct from known
chondritic and achondritic meteorites (stony
meteorites that are similar to ALHA-81005)
and from the Earth's mantle. Additional
analyses revealed that it was composed of
other minerals closely resembling lunar soil
samples.

The fragment was tested for its oxygen-
isotope composition. Scientists have charac-
terized the oxygen-isotope composition of
various planetary and meteorite parent bod-
ies. All contain two types of oxygen atoms,
one lighter than the other. The ratio of
the two kinds of atoms is different for
specimens with different origins, and lunar

* Metorites are identified by the area in which
they are found. In ALHA-81005, the 'ALHA"
stands for the Allan Hills; the "81" identifies
the field season (1981-1982) in which it was
collected.

samples have oxygen-isotopic composition
distinctly different from all meteorite
groups. By examining the oxygen content
of ALHA-81005 the scientists determined
that it was like lunar and terrestrial sam-
ples and unlike meteorites. After chemi-
cal analysis of ALHA-81005 samples and
further comparison with lunar samples,
other sources were ruled out. The only
likely point of origin that matched the data
was the Moon.

What part of the Moon the fragment
came from, how old it is, how long it was
in space and on the antarctic ice sheet,
and how it was ejected from the Moon's
surface are yet unanswered questions.
Because of its similarity to certain Apollo
and Luna samples and to other data gath-
ered by telescope, the meteoriticists agreed
that it most likely came from the lunar
highlands but from a locality that has not
been sampled by any lunar mission. One
suggestion is that ALHA-81005 may he a
piece of the Moon's far side, which is
believed to be composed almost entirely
of highlands-like rocks.

From measurements of gas content and
cosmic-ray exposure, scientists are trying
to construct a history of the fragment.
Because rocks exposed on the Moon's air-
less surface trap gases emitted from the
sun, scientists are able to estimate the
amount of time that soil and rock were on
the lunar surface. Results of these tests
suggest that ALHA-81005 could have been
on the surface for as long as 100 million
years, but the low levels of cosmic-ray-
produced radioactivity suggest that it was
buried again in the lunar soil before it was
ejected. Estimates for its terrestrial residence
time range from 100,000 years to less than
bOO,000 years, terrestrial ages consistent
with estimates for other antarctic meteor-
ites.

The overwhelming evidence that ALHA-
81005 is a lunar sample has given more
credibility to the theory that meteorite
impacts on the Moon could eject material
and hurl it to Earth. It also strengthens
the case that two other antarctic meteor-
ites may be from Mars. As the scientists
continue to analyze samples of the frag-
ment, more of these questions will be
answered. What is learned about ALHA-
81005 will help scientists understand pro-
cesses elsewhere in the solar system.

New meteorite concentrations discovered

During the 1982-1983 austral summer
U. S. investigators gathered 113 meteor-
ites and fragments and returned them to

the United States for analysis. Although
they continued to study the main icefield
in Allan Hills region of southern Victoria
Land, they expanded their search to other
parts of the continent this season. One
field party began reconnaissance of Pecora
Escarpment (85 038'S 68 0 42'W), 480 kilo-
meters from the South Pole, and the Thiel
Mountains (85°15'S 91°W), 520 kilome-
ters from the South Pole. Both regions
had been searched by airplane during the
1981-1982 austral summer. Although no
ground investigations for meteorites had
been carried out before this season, the
team chose to search this area because in
December 1961 Arthur Ford of the U.S.
Geological Survey found a 28.6-kilogram
meteorite, a pallasite—a mixture of silicate
minerals and an iron-alloy—in the Thiel
Mountains at 85 0 23.9'S 86035.4'W.

More than 100 meteorites (or pieces of
meteorites) were found scattered on the
ice at the two sites. The group collected
19 from the Thiel Mountains and 31 from
Pecora Escarpment. One of the fragments
found at Pecora Escarpment may be a rare
type of meteorite, containing large propor-
tions of carbon molecules, called a carbo-
naceous chondrite.

In southern Victoria Land a second field
party expanded its search west and north
of the original Allan Hills site. On a
75-square-kilometer ice field, about 90
kilometers west of the original site, the
searchers discovered a large concentration
of meteorites. Another large concentration
was found west of an ice-core moraine
(unofficially known as Elephant Moraine),
which is 16 kilometers west of Reckling
Peak (76°16'S 158 0 36'E) and has been the
site of previous meteorite discoveries. Sixty-
three meteorites were collected from the
Allan Hills region this season; most of
these were from the two new sites.

Based on their observations, the inves-
tigators believe that these new sites will
yield many more finds. Although the spec-
imen density in these areas is lower than
at the original Allan Hills site, the total
area of known meteorite occurrences has
been greatly enlarged. For the meteoritical
community, these discoveries guarantee that
more samples will be available for study,
and the chances of finding new or rare
types of meteorites are greatly increased.

The National Science Foundation sup-
ports the meteorite collections as a part of
the U. S. Antarctic Research Program and
oversees subsequent allocations of antarctic
meteorite samples to qualified scientists
in many countries. The Johnson Space Cen-
ter of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and the Smithsonian Insti-
tution curate, document, and complete ini-
tial examinations before the Foundation
authorizes the distribution of samples to
researchers.
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A plume of steam rises from Mt. Erebus, the 3,794-meter high volcano on Ross Island. On 8 October 1982 seismic stations on the
volcano recorded 650 small earthquakes, all of which registered less than 2.0 on the Richter scale. This number of earthquakes is
above the average 20 to 80 small tremors usually recorded.

Unusual seismic activity
at Mt. Erebus reported

Geophyicists returning from Antarctica
at the end of the 1982-1983 austral summer
reported that seismic stations installed on
Mt. Erebus, the active volcano on Ross
Island, had recorded unusual amounts of
seismic activity during early October 1982.
Mt. Erebus, 3,794 meters high, is one of
two convecting magma lake volcanos in
the world; the other one, Erta Ale, is in
Ethiopia.

Since the 1980-1981 austral summer, a
geophysical team from the United States,
New Zealand, and Japan has monitored
seismic activity at Mt. Erebus. These geo-
physicists installed four portable seismic
stations—one at the summit and three on
the volcano's slope—to obtain a long-term
record of seismic activity on Mt. Erebus,
determine stress patterns and tectonically

active areas of the volcano, and monitor
long-term seismic and acoustic energy
release and fluctuations. The stations,
which operate on batteries recharged by
solar energy, telemeter data to Scott Base,
New Zealand's year-round station, 37 kilo-
meters away.

When the scientists returned in Novem-
ber 1982 to check the stations, they found
that 650 small earthquakes had been re-
corded on 8 October 1982. Before this an
average of 20 to 80 small tremors were
recorded each day. After the 8 October
maximum, 140 tremors occured on 9 Octo-
ber and 120 on 10 October. Although some
of the tremors were the strongest ever
recorded in the 3 years of observation, all
registered less than 2.0 on the Richter scale.

Visual examination of the volcano show-
ed that there were no lava flows or other
external signs of an eruption. The geophys-
icists believe that the earthquakes were
caused by magma moving within the vol-

cano. The volcano's crater harbors an
exposed, oval-shaped magma lake approx-
imately 120 meters long. Magma wells up
from two centers about one-third of the
way from each end; downwelling occurs
at the lake's edge and along a zone run-
ning across the lake's middle. This lake is
believed to be the top of the volcano's
magma chamber.

Geophysicists, observing the Erebus
magma lake between 1972 and 1976,
watched it grow from a few small patches
of fluid lava around the crater floor to a
single convecting lava lake 140 meters long.
Since 1976 the lake's size has shrunk slight-
ly, but overall the lake has remained sta-
ble. Continued observations for 6 years
have revealed that the most significant
change has been a gradual decrease of 5-10
meters in the lake's level, relative to the
crater rim. When the geophysicists returned
in November 1982, they found that the
lake had dropped approximately 3 meters
or lost about 8,500 cubic meters of lava
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NSF photo by Russ Kiruie.

At Abbott Peak on a slope of Mt. Erebus,
Ross Mason of the New Zealand Antarc-
tic Research Program checks the batter-
ies of one seismic station. Bill McIntosh
from the U. S. Antarctic Research Program
works on the antenna mast for the sta-
tion. A solar panel on top of the mast
recharges the batteries that run the sta-
tion. As part of a U. S., New Zealand, and
Japanese project, data from this station
and three others on Mt. Erebus are tele-
metered to Scott Base, New Zealand's
year-round station on Ross island, 37 kilo-
meters away.

since their 1981-1982 visit. With no evi-
dence of a major eruption or external signs
of molten rock visible, the geophysicists
speculated that the magma forced itself
into a crack in the volcano and spread out
from the magma chamber to form an arm-
like dike.

Because seismic waves are absorbed by
magma and transmitted by rock, the inves-
tigators can determine where the molten
rock is located by studying the seismic-
wave patterns. By using the existing seismic
stations they hope to gather enough data
to determine where the dike is and what
its dimensions are. Previously, they have
used this technique to trace an artery of
magma that they believe leads from the
magma chamber up to the lava lake.

Volcanic activity at Mt. Erebus has been
observed since 1841 when James Ross dis-
covered it. At that time large eruptions
were occurring. Even with the recent change
in activity there is little chance of Mt.
Erebus erupting violently because no pres-
sure is building in the volcano. The erup-
tions, observed over the last 11 years, have
ejected only small amounts of material.

Senate confirms seven
new National Science
Board members

Since September 1982, President Reagan
has nominated seven prominent represen-
tatives of the U. S. science community to
serve on the National Science Board, the
policy making body of the National Sci-
ence Foundation. The Senate confirmed
these nominations before the end of 1982.
The new members are:

• Robert F. Gilkeson, Chairman of the
Board, Philadelphia Electric Company;

• Charles E. Hess, Dean, College of
Agricultural and Environmental Sciences,
University of California-Davis;

• William F. Miller, President and Chief
Executive, SRI International;

• John H. Moore, Associate Director,
Hoover Institution, Stanford University;

• William A. Nierenberg, Director,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Uni-
versity of California-San Diego;

• Norman C. Rasmussen, Professor of
Nuclear Engineering, Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology;

• Roland W. Schmitt, Vice President of
Corporate Research and Development,
General Electric Company.

The addition of these members brings
the Science Board membership to within
one of its full complement of 24 members.
The 16 members currently on the Board
are Lewis M. Branscomb (chairman), IBM
Corporation; Mary L. Good (vice chair-
man), United Oil Products Inc.; Eugene
H. Cota-Robles, University of California-
Santa Cruz; Peter T. Flawn, University of
Texas at Austin; Ernestine Friedi, Duke
University; Michael Kasha, Florida State
University; Peter D. Lax, New York Uni-
versity; Walter E. Massey, Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory; Home A. Neal, State
University of New York at Stony Brook;
Mary Jane Osborn, University of Connecti-
cut, School of Medicine; David V. Ragone,
Case Western Reserve University; Don-
ald B. Rice, The Rand Corporation; Stuart
A. Rice, University of Chicago; Edwin E.
Salpeter, Cornell University; and Charles
P. Slichter, University of Illinois. The 24th
member will be nominated at a later date.

The National Science Foundation Act
of 1950 charges the National Science Board
with responsibility for the overall health
of fundamental science in the United States.
The 24 part-time members of the National
Science Board plus the Director ex officio
constitute the National Science Foundation.
Members, who each serve 6 years, are
selected by the President with the advice

and consent of the U. S. Senate so as to
represent scientific leadership in all areas
of the United States.

Siple VLF antenna
extended

By doubling the length of Siple Station's
very-low-frequency (VLF) antenna, investi-
gators now have a tool to study the upper
atmosphere that is 5 times more powerful
than the earlier 21.4-kilometer antenna.
Completed in January 1983, the new 42.8-
kilometer antenna will enable them to
conduct experiments with greater efficiency
at lower frequencies (2.0 to 2.5 kiloherz)
than was possible with the old antenna.

Nine employees from Antarctic Servic-
es, Inc., the National Science Foundation's
antarctic support contractor, completed the
project in 6 weeks between early Decem-
ber 1982 and January 1983. In addition
to extending the antenna, they had to raise
the existing antenna above the snow sur-
face. Over the years heavy snowfall had
greatly reduced the height of the antenna
above the surface.

Since 1969 Siple Station has provided
scientists with an ideal location to inves-
tigate the effects that VLF waves have on
electrically charged particles in the upper
atmosphere. The station, 2,400 kilometers
from McMurdo Station, is at one end of a
geomagnetic line of force that passes out-
ward through the plasmapause (a region
in the magnetosphere where the electron
density drops abruptly from approximately
100 electrons per cubic centimeter to a few
electrons per cubic centimeter) and returns
to Earth at a northern conjugate point in
eastern Canada. The 1-kilometer thick ice
on which Siple Station is built also enables
scientists to conduct experiments with min-
imal signal loss due to ground absorption.

The very-low-frequency wave exper-
iments provide valuable information about
communications, plasma physics, and the
magnetosphere and the processes that occur
there. The results of these studies may
find application in communications and
in energy research.
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Scientists use satellite
data to map ice-sheet
contours

Can satellite altimetry data be used to
topographically map the East Antarctic Ice
Sheet? Using 1978 data from the Seasat
satellite, Ronald L. Brooks of Geoscience
Research Corporation demonstrated in a
recently completed project the feasibility
of this mapping method. The results were
evaluated for use in glaciological studies
by the co-principal investigator, Charles
R. Bentley of the University of Wiscon-
sin. The project, which was supported by
National Science Foundation grant DPP
80-20384, resulted in contour maps and
elevation measurements that the investi-
gators believe provide "the most accurate
representation ever achieved of any major
area in Antarctica."

On 27 June 1978 the satellite Seasat was
launched into a near-circular orbit, 800
kilometers above the Earth. The satellite,
operating from early July to late October
1978, orbited between 72°N and 72°S. This
area included 3 million square kilometers
of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet and pro-
vided the necessary data to test this method
of mapping.

To begin the study Dr. Brooks selected
as a demonstration area a portion of the
East Antarctic Ice Sheet traversed by the
satellite. This area, a section of Wilkes
Land approximately 650,000 square kilome-
ters in area, extends from 120 0 E to 1500E
and from the coast to 72 0 6'S, Seasat's max-
imum range. It includes portions of the
George V and Sabrina coasts and all of
the Adélie, Claire, and Banzare coasts.
Thirty-seven orbits were selected from over
450 overflights of East Antarctica. These
were chosen because they were well dis-
tributed across the demonstration area.

Because the Seasat radar altimeter was
designed to gather data over the open ocean,
data were corrected to account for dynamic
height changes and for the reflective pro-
perties of the ice sheet. Although these
properties at times disrupted the satellite's
data acquisition, 27,327 elevation measure-
ments were available for contouring. The
precision of these elevation measurements
was examined and found to be internally
consistent to 1.5 meters. To further check
the elevations obtained by the satellite, the
investigators compared the Seasat data with
data from six geoceivers sites, established
by Australian scientists between October
and December 1981, in the demonstration
area. These two data sets agreed.

From the altimeter measurements four
sets of contours were derived-2 meters,
10 meters, 25 meters, and 100 meters. The
100-meter contours were compared with
the following published contours:

This 25-meter, ice-sheet contour map was derived from altimeter measurements made by the satellite Seasat. To prepare the map,
scientists divided a 650,000-square-kilometer area, located between 120 0 E and 150 0 E and from the coast to 72 0 S, into rectangles
with sides of 0.25 0 latitude (27.8 kilometers) by 0.25 0 longitude (8.6 to 10.8 kilometers, depending upon the latitude). On this map the
area bound by 126 0 E and 138 0 E and 69 0 S and 72 0 S is the extension of ice from Dome C (75 0 S 125 0 E), one of the three highest areas
on the east antarctic ice plateau.

'2O
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• Antarctic ice elevation maps from bal-
loon altimetry. N. Levanon. Annals of Gla-
ciology. Volume 3, 1982.

• Map 3—Ice sheet surface and sub-ice
relief 90°E-180°E. Antarctic Radio Echo
Sounding Map Series A. Scott Polar Re-
search Institute. 1974.

• Map 5-18. General Bathymetric Chart
of the Oceans (GEBCO). Canadian Hydro-
graphic Service. 1980.

These three maps provided 100-meter
contours of similar surface features in the
demonstration area. A comparison of these
three maps with the Seasat 100-meter con-
tours reveals some differences greater than
the 100-meter contour interval. The best
agreement was between the Canadian
Hydrographic Service map and the Seasat
altimetry contours. The Canadian Hydro-
graphic Service map was derived from the
aircraft radar-altimeter measurements,
which also were used for the Scott Polar
map.

East antarctic ice sheet surface contours
from satellite radar altimetry—a demonstra-
tion by Dr. Brooks and George A. Norcross
describes the techniques employed in the
demonstration and reports the result. For
this study only 3 percent of the available
Seasat data taken over East Antarctica was
used. The investigators conclude the report
by emphasizing that the remaining data
could be used to establish a detailed refer-
ence of the 1978 ice surface. In the future
more accurate and current data from sat-
ellites, such as Seasat or those designed
specifically for ice-sheet mapping, may
assist scientists studying changes in the
world's major ice sheets.

To obtain copies of East antarctic ice
sheet surface contours from satellite radar
altimetry—a demonstration contact Geo-
science Research Corporation, Route 4, Box
129, Salisbury, Maryland 21801.

Orientation conference
dates set

The 1983 orientation conference for the
U. S. Antarctic Research Program will be
held from 13 to 15 September at the Twin
Bridges Marriott in Arlington, Virgina. Sci-
entists who have worked in Antarctica
before and do not wish to take part in the
conference are not required to attend. How-
ever, the following personnel should plan
to attend:

• all research personnel going to Ant-
arctica for the first time;

• a representative from each project who
is knowledgable about all aspects of the
project and can discuss scientific objectives
and logistic requirements;

• all personnel who will winter during
1984. Any exceptions to these guidelines
must be submitted by the principal inves-
tigator to the Chief Scientist of the Divi-
sion of Polar Programs for approval.

The conference, held each year before
science parties begin their field work, is
organized to

• provide information on the national
and international significance of antarctic
research,

• review previous exploration and re-
search,

• give investigators an understanding
of the program,

• instruct participants in cold living and
field problems,

• acquaint participants with each other,

• and enable investigators to make final
logistics arrangements for their field pro-

Dr. James Collinson from Ohio State Univer-
sity checks his party's survival gear near Mt.
Bastion (77 0 19'S 160 0 29'E) in Barwick Valley
(77°21 IS 16101 O'E), southern Victoria Land.

NSF photo by Russ Kinne.

grams. Personnel who will winter in Ant-
arctica also meet for special sessions dur-
ing the orientation conference.

Antarctic specialists make presentations
on the overall science program, national
and international policy, and support. The
staff of the Division of Polar Programs
and scientists with previous antarctic expe-
rience are available to answer questions.

Transportation costs to the orientation
conference are included in grant or con-
tract budgets. Lodging and meals are cov-
ered by a National Science Foundation con-
tract, so no per diem is authorized during
the orientation conference. Please note that
there are no provisions at the conference
for attendance by relatives or friends.

Polar symposia at the
IUGG conference

The International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics (IUGG) will hold its lath
general assembly in Hamburg, Federal
Republic of Germany, from 15 to 27
August 1983. During the 2-week confer-
ence several symposiums will focus on the
polar regions or polar-related topics.

Geophysics of the polar regions. One
of the interdisciplinary symposia to be held
during the conference, this two-part meet-
ing commemorates the First and Second
Polar Years and the International Geophysi-
cal Year. In the first part the current state
of geophysical knowledge as it is applied
to problems in the polar regions will be
examined. Tectonic evolution of the polar
regions and the past and present geody-
namical processes will be the focus of the
second part. Of particular interest are pas-
sive polar continental margins, the rela-
tively thick basin sediments in the Arctic,
and the tectonic origin of unusual features
like the Alpha-ridge. Special session will
be on structure and evolution of the Arc-
tic and the Antarctic, results of the Fram
IV and similar expeditions, and the resource
potential of the polar regions.

Glacier mass balance and runoff. Spon-
sored by the International Commission on
Snow and Ice (ICSI), the session will be
held on 25 August 1983. Participants will
review progress made over the last 25 years
in mass balance studies of glaciers and
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A Weddell seal surfaces through a hole in the sea ice in McMurdo Sound. To study these seals
and other antarctic animals and birds, scientists must obtain an Antarctic Conservation Act
permit.

U. S. Navy photo (90431 - 11-79) by Dave Thompson.

U. S. Navy photo )XAM-90121-1 1-78) by Dana B. Babin.

At Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station in
1978, Steve Barnard, an investigator from
the Unviersity of Michigan, launches a weather
balloon. Attached to the balloon is a radio-
sonde, which simultaneously measures and
transmits meteorological data. With instru-
mented balloons such as this one, metero-
logists are able to measure pressure, temp-
erature, and humidity at selected distances
above the ice surface.

how the results of these studies may be
applied to problems of glacier hydrology,
glacier response to climate, and current
and future glacial investigations. A spe-
cial ICSI working group will a report on
prediction techniques for glacier runoff
and discuss how these techniques might
be used in studies of mass balance and
glacier behavior.

Atmospheric ice crystals and haze in
polar regions. This symposium, jointly
sponsored by the International Association
of Hydrological Sciences (IAHS) and the
Commission on Polar Meteorology of the
International Association of Meteorology
and Atmospheric Physics (IAMAP), deals
with ice crystals and haze in the polar atmo-
sphere, including meteorological process-
es, physical processes, chemical composi-
tion, optical properties, electrical proper-
ties, temporal and spatial distribution of
precipitation, trajectories of haze, and
transport of ice crystals during and after
precipitation. Two sessions are planned
for 18 August 1983.

Polar meteorology and climatology.
Organized by the Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research and the IAMAP (Inter-

national Association of Meteorology and
Atmospheric Physics) Commission of Polar
Meteorology, this two-day meeting will
focus on polar meteorology and climatol-
ogy and the role of the polar regions in
global systems. Topics include climate mod-
els, atmosphere-ice-ocean interaction, radia-
tion and energy balance, trace constituents
in the polar regions, remote sensing, and
synoptic and local phenomena and process-
es. Four sessions will be held on 16 and 17
August.

Sea ice margins. The symposium, to be
held 18-19 August, will include presenta-
tions on seasonal and interannual varia-
tions of the positions and nature of sea ice
limits, air-ice-ocean interaction associated
with the sea ice margins, oceanographic
and meteorological features and processes
associated with sea ice, formation and dete-
rioration processes, sea ice characteristics
near ice margins, regional studies (includ-
ing southern ocean ice-margin and sea-ice
boundaries on continental shelves), and
modeling of marginal ice zone dynamics
and thermodynamics.

The IUGG assembly and the preceed-
ing symposia will be held at the Congress
Centrum Hamburg and the University of
Hamburg. Program and registration in-
formation can be obtained from IUGG
1983, Hamburg Messe und Congress
GmbH, P. o. Box 30 23 60, BD-2000 Ham-
burg 36, Federal Republic of Germany;
telephone 040/3-59-23-81.

Antarctic researchers
take note

The regulations that implement the
Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978 apply
to all United States citizens and to those
foreign nationals who are affiliated with
the United States Antarctic Research Pro-
gram. The Act prohibits, unless a permit
is issued, taking native animals or birds,
introducing species, entering certain spe-
cial areas, or discharging pollutants. To
"take" means to remove, harass, molest,
harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill,
trap, capture, restrain, or tag any native
mammal or native bird, or to attempt to
engage in such conduct. Unless authorized
by permit, antarctic mammals or birds can-
not be sold in, exported from, or imported
to the United States. It is imperative that
all those involved in the United States Ant-
arctic Research Program be familiar with
the regulations and comply with them.

Researchers who think they may need
a permit for their activities during the next
field season should contact the Division
of Polar Programs as soon as possible, if
they have not already done so. Permit forms
and instructions are available from the Per-
mit Office, Division of Polar Programs,
National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C. 20550.
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The UNSN Southern Cross, the ship that an-
nually brings supplies and equipment to Mc-
Murdo Station, follows the U. S. Coast Guard
icebreaker Polar Sea out of McMurdo Sound.

NSF photo by Russ Kinne.
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Monument erected in memory of Petty Officer
Raymond T. Smith

West of Hut Point Peninsula ridge and
just below the Our Lady of the Snows
shrine, a new monument was erected dur-
ing the 1982-1983 austral summer in mem-
ory of Petty Officer Raymond T. Smith,
who died in February 1982 at McMurdo
Station. The monument, a 1.5-cubic-foot
marble block with Smith's bronzed hardhat
mounted on top, was dedicated by the Navy
Cargo Handling and Port Group, of which
he was a member; it recognizes his con-
tributions to antarctic support operations.

On 6 February, Petty Officer Smith was
supervising the movement of cargo off

the USNS Southern Cross at the ice wharf
near McMurdo Station. He was standing
on the ship's port side when a deck padeye
sheared and struck him in the leg and chest.
The force of this impact hurled him off of
the ship's deck and over the side onto the
ice wharf below. He died instantly.

Petty Officer Smith is survived by his
wife and four children. A memorial ser-
vice was held for him at the Navy Cargo
Handling and Port Group command head-
quarters in Williamsburg, Virginia, in late
May 1982.

Microfiche indexes for snow
and ice publications available

The World Data Center-A for Glaciol-
ogy (WDC)/National Snow and Ice Data
Center recently announced that microfiche
indexes have been completed for its 12,000
item library of snow-and-ice related pub-
lications. Designed to make access to the

center's document collection easier, the
indexes are organized into author, title,
subject, and geographic listings. As of Janu-
ary 1983, a 3-year cumulative index, which
includes all documents cataloged between
1978 and 1980, and a 1981 annual index
were available. The 1982 annual index was
to be ready by March 1983.

Copies of documents in the collection
can be ordered. WDC ships requests within
48 hours of the order's receipt. Online
searches of WDC's Citation bibliographic
database also are available on request.

The 1978-1980 cumulative index and
the 1981 annual index cost $45; the 1982
annual index costs $15. Each set contains
author, title, subject, and geographic list-
ings. Copies of documents are 20 per
page. Cost estimates are provided by WDC
for each online search request, but a $5
minimum is charged for each order.

For additional information or to request
materials, contact World Data Center-A
for Glaciology, Cooperative Institute for
Research in Environmental Sciences, Cam-
pus Box 449, University of Colorado, Boul-
der, Colorado 80309; telephone, 3031
492-5171.

Foundation awards of funds for antarctic projects,
1 January to 31 March 1983

Following is a list of National Science Foundation antarctic awards made from 1
January to 31 March 1983. Each item contains the name of the principal investigator or
project manager, his or her institution, a shortened title of the project, the award num-
ber, and the amount awarded. If an investigator received a joint award from more than
one Foundation program, the antarctic program funds are listed first, and the total
amount of the award is listed in parentheses. Awards numbers, for awards initiated by
the Division of Polar Programs, contain the prefix DPP; those initiated by the Division
of Ocean Sciences contain the prefix OCE.

Glaciology

Bentley, Charles R. University of Wis-
consin, Madison, Wisconsin. Glacio-
geophysical study of the interior Ross
Embayment. DPP 81-20332. $217,001.

Bentley, Charles R. University of Wis-
consin, Madison, Wisconsin. Comple-
tion and publication of the Ross Ice
Shelf Geophysical and Glaciological
Survey final report. DPP 81-19989.
$10,518.

Bolzan, John. Ohio State University, Co-
lumbus, Ohio. Fabric development in
polar ice. DPP 79-23580. $31,857.

Whillans, Ian M. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Glaciology near Dome
C, East Antarctica. DPP 79-20824.
$36,394.

Atmospheric sciences

Eather, Robert H. Boston College, Chest-
nut Hill, Massachusetts. South Pole
optical observations. DPP 82-15312.
$41,990.

Helliwell, Robert A. Stanford University,
Stanford, California. Active and passive
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U.S. Navy photo 90410-1-791 by Howard Weinger.

This skua chick, near an Adélie penguin rookery at Cape Bird, Ross Island, is one of the types of
birds protected by the Antarctic Conservation Act.

very-low-frequency wave-particle ex-
periments on the magnetosphere from
Siple Station. DPP 80-22282. $313,496.

Imhof, William L. Lockheed Missile and
Space Company, Inc., Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia. Analysis of satellite data on
particle and x-rays taken during the
1980-1981 Siple rocket-balloon exper-
iments. DPP 82-09967. $44,954.

Rosenberg, Theodore J. University of
Maryland, College Park, Maryland.
Naturally and artificially stimulated
electron precipitation near the plasma-
pause. DPP 82-17260. $66,000.

Wood, Frank B. University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida. Automated pho-
tometry of selected stars from the South
Pole. DPP 82-17830. $20,000.

Biology and medicine

Baust, John G. University of Houston
Central Campus, Houston, Texas.
Physiological and biochemical basis of
freezing tolerance in terrestrial arthro-
pods. DPP 82-16210. $32,782.

Biggs, Douglas C. Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas. Physiological
ecology of zooplankton: Impact of
zooplankton excretion of NH 4 (ammo-
nium ion) nutrient concentration and
epipelagic nitrogen cycling. DPP 79-
21355. $13,259.

In northern Victoria Land a UH-1N helicop-
ter lands near a Scott tent, one of the tents
used by U. S. scientists working in remote
areas of Antarctica. The tent is pyramid
shaped, stable in high winds, and can be
erected quickly.

NSF photo by Russ Kinne.

I

4'.

Delaca, Ted E. University of California-
San Diego, La Jolla, California. Physi-
ological ecology of benthic shallow
water foraminifera in McMurdo Sound:
A model for evaluating the ecological
significance of foraminifera in the deep-
sea. DPP 80-03432. $6,913.

Earth sciences

Berg, Jonathan H. Northern Illinois Uni-
versity, DeKalb, Illinois. Geology, pe-
trology, and geochemistry of crustal
zenoliths from the Erebus volcanic
province. DPP 82-13943. $26,063.

Dalziel, Ian W. Columbia University, Pal-
isades, New York. Evolution of the West
Antarctic-Andean Cordillera in the
Scotia Arc region. DPP 78-20629.
$76,654.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Kirkpatrick basalt
group rocks from northern Victoria
Land. DPP 80-21401. $50,000.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Geologic and pale-
ontologic history of the James Ross
Island basin, northern Antarctic Pe-
ninsula. DPP 80-20096. $13,108.

Faure, Gunter. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. History of volcanic
activity and glaciation during the late

Cenozoic era in the Ross Embayment.
DPP 82-13511. $25,093.

Pride, Douglas E. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Genesis of minerali-
zation associated with Andean intru-
sions, northern Antarctic Peninsula.
DPP 78-21103. $12,734.

Tasch, Paul. Wichita State University,
Wichita, Kansas. Systematics of ant-
arctic and other Gondwana fossil con-
chostraca. DPP 77-20490. $5,000.

Webers, Gerald F. Macalester College, St.
Paul, Minnesota. Paleontological in-
vestigation of the Ellsworth Mountains.
DPP 82-14212. $11,990.

Wodzicki, Antoni. Western Washington
University, Bellingham, Washington.
Petrology, mineralization, metamor-
phism, and paleomagnetism of the
Bowers supergroup, northern Victoria
Land. DPP 80-20728. $8,275.

Meteorology

Browmich, David H. Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio. Precipitation
over the coastal areas of East Antarctica.
DPP 81-00142. $15,348.

Robinson, Elmer. Washington State Uni-
versity, Pullman, Washington. Boun-
dary-layer air chemistry profile at the
South Pole. DPP 82-16204. $99,307.
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Ocean sciences

Corliss, Bruce H. Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institute, Woods Hole, Mass-
achusetts. Cenozoic history of the Ant-
arctic Circumpolar Current. DPP 82-
16539. $50,000.

Gordon, Arnold L. Columbia University,
Palisades, New York. US-USSR Wed-
dell polynya expedition. DPP 80-05765.
$59,029. ($117,478).

Support and services

Abbott, J. L. University of California-San
Diego, La Jolla, California. Shipboard
technician support. OCE 80-22996.
$64,124. ($365,052).

Becker, Robert A. ITT Antarctic Services,
Inc., Paramus, New Jersey. Support of
the United States Antarctic Research
Program. DPP 80-03801. $6,708,206.

-

Shoemaker, Brian H. Department of De-
fense, Washington, D.C. Logistics for
the U.S. program in Antarctica. DPP 76-
10886. $21,750,000.

Publications available from
GPO

In addition to the Antarctic Journal of
the United States, the following publica-
tions can be purchased.

Survival in Antarctica. Revised 1979.
This 99-page booklet, distributed to United
States Antarctic Research Program parti-
cipants, includes recent information on
hypothermia treatment and crevasse detec-
tion and rescue techniques. $3.50 (Stock
number 038-000-00424-7.)

Geographic Names of the Antarctic.
1981. This 959-page gazetteer, the first

pubished since 1956, lists 12,000 names
approved by the United States Board on
Geographic Names and the Secretary of
Interior for use by U. S. government agen-
cies. $13 (Stock number 038-000-00471-5).

Antarctic Bibliography. 1951 to present.
Compiled by the Library of Congress, 12
hardbound issues and one comulative issue
of the bibliography have been published
to date. These volumes cover all antarctic
literature divided into subject categories
of general, biological sciences, cartography,
expeditions, geological sciences, ice and
snow, logistics equipment and supplies,
medical sciences, meteorology, oceano-
graphy, atmospheric physics, terrestrial
physics, and political geography. Author,
subject, geographic, and grantee inexes are
included. Prices and stock numbers for
each volume vary. A free descriptive flier
may be obtained from the Division of Polar
Programs.

Polar Regions Atlas. 1978. This 68-page
atlas by the Central Intelligence Agency
includes information on the Arctic and
Antarctic. $5 (Stock number 041-015-
00094-2).

Prices for subscriptions and individual
copies of the Antarctic Journal appear on
page 2 of this issue. To order or obtain
additional information, contact the Superin-
tendent of Documents, Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.

Corrections to weather
summaries

The following corrections are required
in "Weather at U.S. stations" in the Ant-
arctic Journal June/September 1982 issue:

• The summary on page 22 is for the
months May, June, and July 1982 and the
summary on page 23 for February, March,
and April 1982 rather than the order in
which they were published.

• On page 22 the correct temperature
minimum for June 1982 at Palmer Station
is -13.8.

• On page 23, for McMurdo Station
the average sky cover in February is 8.0,
and for Siple Station in March it is 5.6.
The footnote at the bottom of page 23
should be: Also on 18 March from 140°.

____	 • ' ww-,, -'	 —
NSF photo by Russ Kinne.

At field camps in Antarctica, snow caves are constructed to store frozen foods. Above Dennis
Miller, an employee of the support contractor ITT Antarctic Services, Inc., checks food sup-
plies at the Dome C field camp during the 1981-1982 austral summer.
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Weather at U.S. stations

February 1983	 March 1983	 April 1983

Feature	McMurdo Palmer	Siple South Pole I McMurdo I Palmer I Siple I South Pole McMurdo I Palmer I Siple I South Pole

Average temperature (°C)

a
a-

a
a
0

	-12.6	1.2 -17.3 -42.6 -17.1	0.0	-25	-54.9	-16.4 - 1.2 -25.5
Temperature maximum (°C)	- 0.5	6.8 - 6.2	-31.1	- 6.1	6. 7 -13.4	-34.8	- 4.8	6.4 - 6.0(date)	 (11)	(10)	(16)	(3)	(5)	(31)	(30)	(7)	(30)	(1)	(20)
Temperature minimum (°C)	22.2 - 4.4 -36.5	53.3	-32.9 - 4.9 -41.9	-71.0	-30.6 - 6.9 -40.5
(date)	 (28)	(10)	(26)	(26)	(27)	(17)	(19)	(25)	(7)	(12)	(10)
Average station pressure (mb)	995.8 986.2 864.7	686.8	986.6 983.9 864.0	682.9	981.3 999.2 865.4

Pressure maximum (mb)	1008.5 1002.6 881.2	699.5 1001.5 1010.7 875.0	698.4	998.1 1014.6 883.8
(date)	 (7)	(10)	(9)	(2)	(27)	(26)	(29)	(7)	(4)	(19)	(12)
Pressure minimum (mb)	983.5 968.0 844.9	676.4	973.1 965.5 856.5	671.0	961.2 974.0 846.8
(date)	 (12)	(24)	(13)	(18)	(20)	(5)	(31)	(26)	(13)	(7)	(8)
Snowfall (mm)	 236.2	76.2 38.1 Trace 104.7 401.3 25.4 Trace	246.4 262.9	55.9
Prevailing wind direction	 0450	345 0 150 0	0700	080 0	245 9 190 0	045 0	0750	025 0	1900

	

4.1	2.8	5.2	3.7	4.5	3.8	3.5	3.8	6.2	3.9	4.3

	

17.4	22.4 12.8	14.4	29.9 25.9 16.5	15.4	31.3	26.4	25.2

	

040 0	260 0 130 0	3600	1700 030 0 240 0	360 0	1200	025 0	2900

	

(6)	(15)	(14)	(27)	(29)	(20)	(28)	(6)	(20)	(1)	(20)

	

6.5 7.0/10	7.3	6.1	6.5 3.9/10	5.5	5.4	7.2 7.7/10	6.4

	

3	2.4	5.0	10.6	4	0 8.25	13.0	2.0	3.4	7.0
umoer partiy ciouuy days	13	14.3	2.0	2.8	14	11,4	7.5	6.4	14.0	12.8	4.5

Number cloudy days	 12	11.3 21.0	14.6	13	19.6 15.25	11.6	14.0	13.9	18.5
Number days with visibility

less than 0.4km.	 0	__	8.5	11.4	0.7	---	3.5	3.8	1.3	---	7.25

Prepared from information received by teletype from the stations. Locations: McMurdo 77 0 51'S 166 0 40'E, Palmer 64 0 46'S 6403'W,
Siple 75 0 55'S 83 055'W, Amundsen-Scott South Pole 90 0 S. Elevations: McMurdo sea level, Palmer sea level, Siple 1054 meters, Amundsen-
Scott South Pole 2835 meters. For prior data and daily logs, contact National Climate Center, Asheville, North Carolina 28801.

Average wind
(rn/see)

Fastest wind
(rn/see)

(date)

Average sky cover

Number clear days

-56.1

-39.2
(19)

-68.7
(6)

683.2

692.3
(14)

673.7
(6)

Trace

045°

3.7

15.9
360°
(10)

4.9

14.0

5.5

10.5

2.0

(.)
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